Introduction
Chemical kinetic mechanisms describing the oxidation of alkane molecules are receiving increased attention within the combustion community due to the large amount of this type of species found in transportation fuels and their surrogates. These predictive models are invaluable toward the design of future combustion technologies that can achieve high fuel efficiencies while emitting low levels of toxic and climate altering pollutants [1] [2] [3] . The development of accurate low-temperature oxidation mechanisms is especially important for assigning ignition timing and rate-of-heat-release in kinetically controlled, low-temperature combustion strategies such as HCCI, RCCI and PPC, which all hold promise for clean, efficient transportation engines [4] . The oxidation mechanisms of small alkanes, from methane to butane, have been studied over a wide range of conditions both experimentally and theoretically [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
An abundance of work has been performed on characterizing the oxidation chemistry of these small fuels because of the practical importance of these species as constituents in natural gas, while also providing the building blocks for mechanisms focused on larger hydrocarbons [14] [15] . Much attention has also been focused on larger alkanes such as n-heptane and iso-octane due to their relevance to liquid fuels used in practical combustors, where they serve as primary reference fuels [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
In comparison, intermediate length alkanes such as the hexanes have been less studied [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Previous work has focused mainly on the high-temperature oxidation of hexane, however few studies have been conducted at low-temperature conditions [25, [27] [28] . In 1996, Burcat et al. measured ignition delay times for n-hexane-oxygen-argon mixtures in a shock tube over the temperature range of 1020-1725 K at pressures of 1-7 atm [23] . A mechanism with 386 elementary reactions was validated against the experimental results. In 2004, Zhukov et al. reported ignition delay times for n-hexane at much higher pressures of 60-220 atm, in the temperature range of 1000-1100 K [26] . The kinetic model published by Curran et al. for n-heptane was used by Zhukov et al. to simulate the reported shock tube data with satisfactory agreement [17] . However, these studies focused on the high temperature conditions and neglected to validate the n-hexane mechanism in the low-temperature regime.
In 2014, Mével et al. studied the oxidation of n-hexane in a flow reactor at low temperatures [25] where n-hexane was used as a single component surrogate for kerosene. The temperature range investigated was 450-1000 K at a pressure of 1 bar. The gas phase mixture composition was measured by both laser-based diagnostics and gas chromatography at the outlet of the reactor. The species measured by these techniques were limited to reactants, C 2 -C 5 olefins and major products such as H 2 O, CO and CO 2 .
The model of Ramirez et al. [29] has reproduced most of the reported experimental trends. However, the detection of more species such as alkyl peroxides and cyclic ethers is needed to provide a better insight into the important low-temperature chemistry pathways.
A recent study was reported by Wang et al. [27] where the low-temperature oxidation of the five isomers of hexane were investigated in a jet-stirred reactor (JSR) between 550-1000 K at 1 atm.
Intermediate species concentrations were measured by both gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and synchrotron vacuum ultraviolet photoionization mass spectrometry (SVUV-PIMS) techniques [30] , where species concentration measurements obtained from both methods were in good agreement.
Cyclic ethers, which are important intermediates formed in the negative temperature coefficient (NTC) region [31] , were identified and quantified for all five isomers, providing valuable data for the validation of kinetic models in the NTC region.
The current study reports newly acquired experimental data for n-hexane and a newly developed kinetic model for n-hexane oxidation. Ignition delay times of stoichiometric n-hexane mixtures in synthetic air (i.e. 21% O 2 and 79% diluent) have been measured both in a rapid compression machine (RCM) and high-pressure shock tube between temperatures of 627-1365 K at a pressure of 15 and 32 bar.
To further investigate reactant, intermediate and final species formation, experiments were conducted in a JSR in the temperature range of 530-1160 K at 10 atm. Species were identified and their concentration were measured as a function of temperature. These data have been used to validate the updated detailed chemical kinetic oxidation mechanism which is also presented here. The current work is an extension of our previous works on n-alkanes, which is a continuous effort to develop the oxidation mechanisms of alkanes in a hierarchical manner. New reaction pathways are adopted in the updated mechanism particularly in the low-temperature region that include alternative isomerization reactions for hydroperoxyl alkyl peroxides, which produce di-hydroperoxyl alkyl radicals that in turn have multiple decomposition channels by analogy to that of hydroperoxyl alkyl radicals. Reaction rates in the updated mechanism are determined from analogy to the rate rules which were previously utilized for n-pentane, but have been slightly modified within the rate constant uncertainty range in order to obtain better agreement with the experimental data. The details of the impact of the modifications in reaction rate rules on n-hexane will be presented and discussed.
Experimental Methods

Rapid compression machine
Low-temperature (600-750 K) ignition delay times were measured in the NUIG rapid compression machine. This is a clone of the RCM originally built by Affleck and Thomas [32] , and recommissioned at NUI Galway by Brett et al. [33] . Briefly, two opposed pistons volumetrically compress a fuel mixture in about 16 ms to create and maintain a high temperature and pressure environment. At the end of the stroke the pistons are locked, allowing a constant volume reaction to proceed. The pistons are pneumatically driven and locked, while a chamber filled with hydraulic oil along the connecting rod is used to actuate the pistons and control their trajectory. The machine has a 168 mm stroke and 38.2 mm bore. The fuel mixture pressure-time history is recorded in the reaction chamber using a Kistler 601A pressure transducer mounted in the sidewall of the machine. Piston positioning is monitored using a Positek P100 linear inductive position sensor, which is inserted into the machine's hollow connecting rod.
The pressure transducer signal is amplified by a Kistler 5018 charge amplifier unit. Both the pressure and piston position signals are recorded by a PicoScope 4424 digital oscilloscope at 50 MHz with 8-bit resolution. The oversampled reaction chamber pressure signal is then smoothed during post-processing by employing a digital low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 2.7 kHz. Ignition delay times are measured from the reaction chamber pressure-time histories, which are taken as the time between the end of compression and the maximum rate of pressure rise due to the main chemical heat release, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . A steep pressure rise was observed for all of the ignition events investigated here.
Compressed gas temperatures were varied by adjusting the initial temperature of the reaction chamber surfaces via an electrical heating system around the reaction chamber. Great care has been taken to reduce thermal stratification within the reaction chamber, and details of this system are available elsewhere [34] . The reaction chamber is heated to a maximum temperature of 120 o C to avoid the degradation of mechanical seals within the machine. For this study, experiments were conducted in a 0.65 CO 2 :0.35 N 2 diluent to allow access to the low temperature regime. The compressed pressure was held at 15 bar to within 1% for all of the experiments presented here by adjusting the initial fuel mixture fill pressure.
The RCM employs creviced piston heads, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , which have been shown through several experimental and computational studies to suppress the formation of in-cylinder roll-up vortices within the boundary layer gases. The suppression of these vortices significantly reduces in-cylinder inhomogeneities. The current geometry of the pistons are a modified design of the optimum that is suggested by Würmel et al. [35] , which is shown in Fig. 1 . These were designed with a large crevice volume to extend the RCM to low pressure, and high-argon concentration conditions. While the geometrically optimized creviced pistons minimize advective heat transfer from the cool boundary layer gases into the fuel charge, enthalpic losses from the test gases to the piston crevice volumes as well as diffusive heat flux from the hot charge to the cool reaction chamber walls must be accounted for to make suitable comparisons between experimental RCM data and chemical kinetic models. This is achieved here by employing a two-zone model for the in-cylinder gases, where one zone contains the small volume of inhomogeneous, non-reactive boundary layer gases while the other contains the homogenous, reactive 'adiabatic core' gases. Mechanical equilibrium is assumed between the two zones, and the homogenous reactor model (HRM) temperature is obtained by isentropically compressing or expanding the 'adiabatic core' volume at a rate derived from the experimentally measured pressure history. However, to isolate the effects of transport processes from chemical heat release in the measured pressure histories it is necessary to compress a non-reactive mixture at each experimental condition with matched transport properties of the reactive mixture; an example is shown in Fig. 2 . In this study, 'adiabatic core' expansion rates are determined at each experimental condition by compressing an additional fuel mixture, where the oxygen fraction is replaced with nitrogen.
The test fuel n-hexane (96%) was supplied by TCI UK, and used without further purification. The impurity is most likely 3-methyl pentane, which has been identified as the main impurity in the n-hexane used in the jet-stirred reactor experiments. The effect of this impurity on the simulated ignition delay times is minor, which has been shown in Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material. Nitrogen (99.95%), oxygen (99.5%) and carbon dioxide (99.5%) gases were supplied by BOC Ireland. Fuel, oxygen and diluent mixtures were prepared in an external stainless steel mixing vessel. Mixtures were prepared by partial pressure, where the liquid fuel was injected and the tank heated to promote vaporization. Test mixtures were allowed to diffusively mix for 12 hours before experiments were conducted.
Shock tube
Intermediate-and high-temperature (750-1300 K) ignition delay times for mixtures of n-hexane in air were measured in the NUIG high-pressure shock tube (HPST), described previously [36] . Briefly, the 63.5 mm bore tube is comprised of a 3 m driver section and a 5.73 m driven section, which are separated by a 3 cm diaphragm section. A double-diaphragm bursting mechanism that utilizes pre-scored, aluminium diaphragms is employed to reach high-pressure reflected shock conditions. Typically, a thin downstream diaphragm is used to promote an ideal bursting and minimize undesirable fluid dynamics during shock formation. The shock velocity is interpolated at five locations along the driven section to account for shock attenuation by measuring the incident shock arrival times at six axially staggered, sidewall mounted PCB 113B24 pressure transducers. The endwall shock velocity is calculated by linearly extrapolating the five velocities to the endwall. Pressure-time histories at the shock tube endwall are monitored using a Kistler 603B pressure transducer mounted flush with the endwall. All pressure signals are recorded using two Handyscope HS4-50 digital oscilloscopes sampling each signal at 5 MHz with 12-bit resolution. Ignition delay times are measured via the endwall pressure transducer, and are taken to be the time difference between the arrival of the shock wave at the endwall and the arrival of the Von Neumann spike due to ignition, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Well-defined ignition events have been observed for all of the conditions investigated here.
Test gas temperatures and pressures behind the reflected shock were varied by altering the shock velocity, which was achieved in two ways. For experiments that resulted in short ignition times (i.e. less than 1 ms), the total pressure of pure helium driver gas was varied. For experiments that resulted in long ignition times (i.e. greater than 1 ms), the helium driver gas was doped with 0-20% nitrogen where the total driver gas pressure and nitrogen fraction were simultaneously varied to achieve a tailored interface at the desired reflected shock conditions. For each condition in this study the pressure behind the reflected shock wave was held constant at either 15 or 30 bar to within 10% by adjusting the initial test gas pressures.
The test gas temperature and pressure behind the reflected shock wave are calculated from the endwall shock velocity by solving the 1-D Euler equations with Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions across the shock. The species thermochemistry used is consistent with that used to develop the kinetic model. Interactions between the shock wave and the boundary layer gases, which lead to a characteristic constant rate of pressure rise (i.e. dp/dt = 3% per ms), were small for the conditions investigated here.
Since, for this study, nearly constant temperature and pressure conditions are maintained behind the reflected shock, adequate comparisons of experimental results and kinetic mechanisms are achieved by simulating constant volume HRMs at the reflected shock conditions.
Mixtures were prepared in the same manner as described for the RCM, but the mixing vessels were fitted with a stirring mechanism. The driven section of the shock tube was also heated to prevent fuel condensation prior to an experiment. Mixtures were allowed to homogenize for 20 minutes with active stirring before experiments were conducted. For the RCM and HPST experiments presented here the estimated uncertainties are ±15% for ignition delay time and ±2% for temperature.
Jet-stirred reactor
Measurements of stable intermediate species concentrations were conducted in the jet-stirred reactor (JSR) at CNRS, Orleans. A detailed description of the experimental setup of the JSR is available in previous publications [37, 38] . The fuel (95% purity with 5% impurity of 3-methyl pentane) is delivered using an HPLC pump (Shimadzu LC10-AD-VP) fitted with an online degasser (DGU-20-A3) to an atomizer-vaporizer at a temperature of about 500 K. Nitrogen was used for fuel dilution to prevent possible pyrolysis and minimize the heat release in the reactor. High purity oxygen was used as the oxidizer (99.995% pure, Air Liquide). The gas phase reactants travelled through four nozzles opposed in pair with inner diameters of 1mm to produce stirring and mix the reactants in the reactor, which is a silica sphere with 4 cm diameter. A thermocouple with 0.1 mm diameter (Pt-Pt/Rh-10% in a thin-wall silica tube) was used to measure the temperature in the reactor along the vertical axis, indicating good thermal homogeneity had been achieved, that is, within 3 K/cm.
The pressure in the reactor was kept at 10 atm. The residence time remained 0.7 second and the temperature was varied step wise over the temperature range of 530 ~ 1160 K. The residence time is calculated as Here V is the volume of the reactor (cm 3 ), F is the total gas flow rate (cm 3 /s), P 1 and T 1 are the pressure and the temperature in the reactor, P 2 and T 2 are the ambient pressure and room temperature.
The gas phase mixture in the reactor was sampled through a low pressure sonic probe and transferred through a Teflon line heated to 200 °C. A Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (20 kPa) was used to analyze the sampled gases online. Off-line analyses were performed for the samples stored in 1L Pyrex bulbs (ca. 4-6 kPa). While Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to quantify H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , CH 2 O; all of the other species were measured by gas chromatography (O 2 and N 2 by a thermal conductivity detector while a flame ionization detector was used for measuring the others species.)
The experimental results have shown good repeatability and carbon balance (ca. 100 ± 20%) The experiment had been performed under three different equivalence ratios of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. The detailed composition of the inlet gas mixture for each equivalence ratio is shown in Table 1 . For the JSR experiments the uncertainties in reactor temperature (± 3K), residence time (± 0.05s) and reactor pressure (10 ± 0.1 atm) are given in the experimental section. Inlet concentration uncertainties are less than ± 5% for reactants; for measured species an uncertainty of < ± 10% was determined for concentrations higher than 10 ppm.
Chemical Kinetic Mechanism
The n-hexane mechanism in this work, which includes 919 species and 3952 reactions, uses
AramcoMech1.3 as a sub-mechanism [13] . AramcoMech1.3 describes the oxidation of C 1 -C 2 hydrocarbon and oxygenated fuels including: methane, ethane, ethylene, propene, acetylene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, methanol, ethanol and di-methyl ether. This mechanism has been validated against a variety of experimental results across a wide range of conditions [13] . Most recently, the submechanism for the three pentane isomers has been updated [39] . The n-hexane sub-mechanism has been built based on previous mechanisms [17, 40] with the addition of several new reaction pathways. Figure 4 shows a reaction path diagram for the oxidation of alkanes, where this general framework has been adopted in the previous studies as well as the current study. The grey arrows represent reaction classes that have been included in previous alkane mechanisms as well as the current n-hexane mechanism [40] , while open arrows are used to indicate newly added reaction classes to the current mechanism, which will be described in detail below. Several representative species relevant to the oxidation of n-hexane are shown in Table 2 . A mechanism for 3-methyl pentane has also been developed since it was identified as an impurity in the commercially available fuel used in the JSR experiments presented here, which accounts for 5% of the fuel mole fraction in the JSR experiment. Similar reaction pathways and rate rules have been adopted for the 3-methyl pentane sub-mechanism and n-hexane mechanism. However, the details regarding the development and performance of the 3-methyl pentane mechanism will not be discussed here. The kinetic model used in this work is available in the Supplemental Material.
High temperature mechanism
The high-temperature mechanism for n-hexane developed here is based on the n-hexane portion of the n-heptane mechanism proposed by Curran et al. [17] . The high temperature oxidation regime is relatively simple compared to the low-temperature regime. This can be observed from inspection of the lower part of Fig. 4 .
The pressure-dependent rate constants for the uni-molecular decomposition of n-hexane were calculated based on the estimated high-pressure limit rate constants for radical recombination reactions, using Quantum-Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel/Modified Strong Collision (QRRK/MSC) theory and the CHEMRev software package [41] . The computationally efficient QRRK/MSC method is employed here since good agreement has previously been obtained between this method and the more precise RiceRamsperger-Kassel-Marcus/Master Equation (RRKM/ME) approach for alkane decomposition [42] . The
Lennard-Jones parameters for n-hexane have been reported by Jasper and Miller [43] , which are σ = 4.37 Å and ε = 201 cm -1 in a bath gas of N 2 . The branching ratio of hydrogen abstraction from different sites of the fuel by the radical pool has a significant effect within both the low-and high-temperature regimes since this branching ratio determines the ratio of formation of the different fuel-derived radicals.
Therefore, the product distributions of the following beta-scission reactions of alkyl radicals at high temperatures or alkyl radical addition to molecular oxygen at low temperatures are also affected by the hydrogen abstraction branching ratio.
Hydrogen-atom abstraction by ȮH radicals is the most important H-atom abstraction reaction for hydrocarbon oxidation. Recently, Sivaramakrishnan and Michael proposed rate rules for hydrogen abstraction by ȮH radicals from saturated alkanes [44] , including abstraction of various types of primary, secondary, and tertiary H-atoms, which have been adopted in our mechanism. The rate constants of hydrogen-atom abstraction by HȮ 2 radicals are from [17] .
Tsang et al. derived the high-pressure limit rate constants for the decomposition of n-hexyl radicals from experiments that were performed in a single pulse shock tube over a temperature range of 890-1020 K at pressures of 1.5-5.0 bar [45] . The rate constants of the isomerization reactions of n-hexyl radicals were also obtained by combining these experimental results with other literature values of the beta bond scission reactions of hexyl radicals. Tsang et al. suggested that the fall-off effect may become insignificant as the size of the molecule increases, while the isomerization process becomes more important with increasing chain length. Therefore the high-pressure limit rate constants for the decomposition and isomerization of n-hexyl radicals are used directly in the mechanism without further consideration of pressure effects, as fall-off from the high-pressure limit is negligible for n-hexane at the conditions investigated here. Figure S2 in the Supplemental Material compares the simulations using high pressure limit rate constants [45] and pressure dependent rate coefficients calculated using QuantumRice-Ramsperger-Kassel/Modified Strong Collision (QRRK/MSC) theory. Almost no difference has been observed in the predicted ignition delay times.
Low temperature mechanism
At low-temperatures fuel consumption is initiated by H-atom abstraction from the fuel, which produces alkyl radicals (Ṙ). These alkyl radicals can add to molecular oxygen to form alkylperoxy radicals (RȮ 2 ), which in turn isomerize into hydropero yl-alkyl radicals ( H . Thereafter, these H radicals can again add to molecular oxygen (i.e. the second addition to O 2 ) to produce hydroperoxyl alkylperoxyl radicals (Ȯ 2 QOOH). The reaction pathways for this process are illustrated in the upper part of Fig.4 . This is a chain propagating process. It was previously assumed [17, 40] that the only consumption channel for Ȯ 2 QOOH is a single step reaction where the internal transfer of a hydrogen atom to form a di-hydroperoxyl radical and the subsequent decomposition of this radical into ketohydroperoxides occurs simultaneously. The formation and decomposition of keto-hydroperoxides is a chain branching process because it produces three radicals (two ȮH radicals and one alkoxy radical).
However, this is based on the assumption that the C-H bonds on the carbon atom neighboring the hydroperoxyl group are much weaker than analogous C-H bonds on a regular alkyl chain. While this assumption is reasonable, a more precise approach is warranted to adequately describe the complexities of low-temperature oxidation chemistry.
In this work, the single step appro imation for the decomposition of Ȯ 2 QOOH radicals to ketohydroperoxides has been relaxed, where new reaction pathways for the consumption of Ȯ 2 QOOH radicals have been considered as illustrated in Fig. 4 by open arrows. Ȯ 2 QOOH radicals are now allowed to undergo internal H-atom transfer from carbons other than the carbon atom that neighbors the hydroperoxyl group, forming a di-hydroperoxyl alkyl radical (Ṗ(OOH) 2 ). This kind of intermediate contains two hydroperoxyl groups attached to two different carbon atoms and one radical site on a third carbon atom, which is similar to a H radical in structure but with an additional hydroperoxyl group.
The inclusion of alternative isomerization pathways is especially important for branched alkanes which contain at least one tertiary carbon atom. With the previous assumption, a Ȯ 2 QOOH radical with the hydroperoxyl group on a tertiary carbon could not isomerize via internal hydrogen abstraction because there is no hydrogen atom on this tertiary carbon. Thus further chain propagation is inhibited and the overall reactivity would be artificially decreased. However, Ṗ(OOH) 2 radicals can now be produced in the current mechanism via the alternative isomerization reactions. Depending on the locations of the hydroperoxyl groups and radical sites, the decomposition of Ṗ(OOH) 2 radicals can still contribute to chain branching via beta-scission reactions during which the O-bonds break to produce two ȮH radicals.
Another pathway considered is the formation of hydroperoxyl cyclic ethers, which decompose easily due to the relatively weak O-O bond in the hydroperoxyl moiety. Therefore, the formation of hydroperoxyl cyclic ethers is also a chain branching reaction with two ȮH radicals produced in total. At intermediate temperatures, the concerted elimination of HȮ 2 radicals from RȮ 2 radicals becomes competitive with the isomerization of RȮ 2 radicals to produce H radicals, as does its dissociation reaction back to Ṙ + O 2 .
The concerted elimination reactions of HȮ 2 radicals have also been considered for Ȯ 2 QOOH radicals by analogy with those for RȮ 2 species. These reactions could be considered as a chain propagating step since only one ȮH radical is produced from the formation and decomposition of olefinic hydroperoxides.
A series of quantum chemical calculations have been reported on the low-temperature oxidation reactions of alkanes [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . However, few of these calculations have been performed for n-hexane or larger fuels. Reaction rate rules have been proposed in these studies, which are commonly statistically averaged reaction rates for generalized reaction classes that occur in specific structures for a variety of molecules, with less consideration of the influence of the neighboring molecular structures. Thus, these rules have to be used with caution considering the uncertainties induced from quantum chemical calculations and statistical methods used to generate the rate rules, as well as an inadequate comparison for target molecular structures which are too specific to be adequately captured by a generalized rate rule.
Due to these uncertainties in the suggested rate rules and the difficulty of performing high level ab-initio calculations for all of the relevant reactions, modifications to the suggested rate rules within the reported uncertainty range have been made in some instances to achieve better agreement between the mechanism and the experimental results both in reactivity and speciation. The details of these modifications are listed in Table 3 . Since over one hundred reactions are relevant to these modifications, their detailed rate constants will not be listed here, however these are available from the model in the Supplemental Material.
For n-pentane and smaller alkanes, these modifications have not been applied since many specific rate constants from ab-initio calculations are available for these alkanes.
The rate rules from Miyoshi [51] are used for the addition of alkyl radicals to molecular oxygen, which are based on calculations using variational transition state theory (VTST) and RRKM/ME calculations. Rate constants for the H radical addition to O 2 (second addition to O 2 ) has been calculated for the propyl + O 2 system by Goldsmith et al. [46] , however using these rate constants as a direct analogy for the hydroperoxyl hexyl + O 2 system may not be accurate since the length of the carbon chain of the propyl and hexyl is significantly different. Therefore, for the second addition to O 2 we use rate constants for the first addition to O 2 proposed by Miyoshi [51] with the A-factor decreased by a factor of 2, which is the same trend as with the propyl + O 2 system reported by Goldsmith et al. [46] . To the best of our knowledge, the calculation on the propyl system by Goldsmith is the only reported investigation of OOH + O 2 rates. In other n-heptane mechanisms estimated, identical rate constants for both OOH+O 2 and R+O 2 are used, for example LLNL [17] and POLIMI [52] . The rate rules employed by the current mechanism for these important reactions are expected to be more accurate than previous mechanisms due to their ab-initio origins compared with previously made estimates.
Villano et al. [49] developed the reaction rate rules for the formation of cyclic ethers and the betascission reactions of H radicals as linear functions of the heat of reaction. Villano et al. also reported that the uncertainty in the A-factors is a factor of two, while the uncertainty in the activation energy is ±1 kcal mol -1 . These rate rules are adopted in the n-hexane mechanism but modifications have been made to the rate constants within their expected uncertainty (detailed in Table 3 , row 2) to obtain better agreement with the ratios of measured concentrations of cyclic ethers in the JSR.
The reaction rates for the concerted elimination of RȮ 2 radicals has been calculated by Villano et al.
in both the forward and reverse directions [48, 50] . However, at lower temperatures the forward rate constants derived through microscopic reversibility [50] utilizing the CHEMRev software package [41] are inconsistent with previous results [48] , which are caused by both errors in the thermodynamic data estimated by THERM [53] and in the quantum chemical calculations [48, 50] . In addition, the rate rules from [48] and [50] were derived from a series of calculated rate constants, which were not identical to the calculated results for each reaction and contribute to the inconsistency. Therefore, the reaction rate constants for the concerted HȮ 2 elimination are adopted by analogy to the calculated results for n-pentane [48] , with modifications (Table 3 , row 3) within the uncertainty range to obtain better agreement with the experimental results.
Meanwhile, the rate rules for the beta-scission of the C-O bond in beta-hydroperoxyl alkyl radicals producing an olefin and an HȮ 2 radical as well as the decomposition of the H radicals via betascissions, have been adopted from the calculations of Villano et al. [49] .
Due to the similarity between OOH and Ṗ(OOH) 2 [47] . Therefore, an analogous reaction rate constant of an 8pp isomerization has been used for C 6 H 13 Ȯ 2 -2 ⇌ Ċ 6 H 12 OOH2-6, with the A factor divided by two.
Thermodynamic database
Thermodynamic data reflects the thermodynamic properties of species from which the equilibrium constants and reverse reaction rates are determined. The thermodynamic data for the n-hexane submechanism has been determined using the software THERM [53] based on the group additivity method proposed by Benson [54] . The group values are consistent with those used for n-pentane [39] .
Results and discussion
Rapid Compression Machine Figure 5 shows the measured ignition delay time for stoichiometric n-hexane/air mixtures over the compressed temperature (T C ) range of T C = 627-695 K at 15 atm (solid squares), which were measured in the RCM. The ignition delay time of stoichiometric n-hexane/air mixture decreases sharply with the increasing temperature. When the timescales of ignition become short compared to the compression time of the machine, the mixture may start reacting during compression, resulting in shorter ignition delay times than might be expected without reaction during compression pre-conditioning. Therefore, ignition delay times that are shorter than 5 ms may involve reaction during compression and are not presented here. Because of this limitation of the RCM and high reactivity of n-hexane a complementary set of ignition delay time measurements have been carried out in a high pressure shock tube over the NTC region and also at higher temperatures.
The rapid compression machine ignition delay measurements were simulated using the closed homogenous batch reactor code in CHEMKIN PRO [55] . The ignition delay time in both the rapid compression machine and the high pressure shock tube simulations is defined as the time from maximum compression or shock arrival at the endwall, respectively, to the maximum pressure rise rate due to ignition. Considering the facility effects, variable volume-time histories have been used to account for the facility effects, which mainly include heat losses to the walls [56] . As shown in Fig. 5 , the agreement between the experiments and the simulations is satisfactory except at 696 K, where the ignition delay times become very short and may be heavily influenced by reactions during the compression process.
Compared with n-pentane and/or n-butane, n-hexane is more reactive at low temperatures and has shorter ignition delay times at similar conditions [39, 57] . Since the uni-molecular decompositions are not significant reactions at low temperatures, the high reactivity of n-hexane compared to smaller alkanes is mainly due to its longer carbon chain that contains more secondary hydrogen atoms. Rather, the fuel is mainly consumed by hydrogen abstraction reactions producing fuel-derived radicals, which go through addition to O 2 and readily isomerizes into OOH radicals via internal hydrogen abstraction. During this process secondary hydrogen atoms are favored in both the hydrogen abstraction reactions and in the internal hydrogen abstractions. The isomerization process favors six-membered ring transition states that consist of three carbon atoms, two oxygen atoms and one hydrogen atom due to their low ring strain.
There are four secondary carbon atoms in n-hexane, so that each RȮ 2 radical produced from H-atom abstraction and further addition to O 2 can easily isomerize to a H radical by internal H-atom abstraction from another secondary carbon atom via a six-membered ring. This is a highly efficient way to consume the fuel at low temperatures, which is only available for n-alkanes that contain six or more carbon atoms in the molecule. Therefore n-hexane has a higher reactivity at low temperature than shorter alkanes and its ignition characteristics are kinetically representative of larger normal alkanes.
High pressure shock tube data
The ignition delay times for n-hexane/air mixtures at equivalence ratios of been observed for n-heptane [16] .
The high-pressure shock tube simulations were performed using the constant volume closed homogenous batch reactor code of CHEMKIN PRO [55] . This model is appropriate as the pressure rise before ignition (i.e. dp/dt = 3% per ms) is slight. The consumption of the fuel is shown at the top left part of Fig. 6 . H-atom abstraction by ȮH radicals on the secondary carbons that form Ċ 6 H 13 -2 radicals is the most favored, while the formation of Ċ 6 H 13 -1 radicals is least favored due to the stronger primary C-H bonds. From Fig. 5 it can be seen that T C = 800 K is near the low temperature end of the NTC region at 15 atm, thus the chain branching process of low temperature chemistry dominates the reactivity of the system. The consumption of fuel-derived radicals is mainly through chain propagating and branching sequence of first addition to O 2 → isomerization → second addition to O 2 → isomerization and decomposition.
At φ = 1.0, 90% of Ċ 6 H 13 -2 radicals add to molecular oxygen, producing C 6 H 13 Ȯ 2 -2 peroxyl radicals, as shown in the lower left part of Fig. 6 . In the subsequent isomerization reactions two H radicals, Ċ 6 H 12 OOH2-4 and Ċ 6 H 12 OOH2-5 are mainly produced via six-and seven-membered ring transition states, respectively. As mentioned earlier, the former radical is favored (36.9% of total consumption) because of the low ring strain energy for six-membered rings. Concerted HȮ 2 eliminations consume 32.3% of C 6 H 13 Ȯ 2 -2 radicals, reducing the reactivity by producing olefins and HȮ 2 radicals.
OOH radicals are mainly consumed by addition to O 2 (2 nd addition to O 2 ). However, the formation of cyclic ethers and the decomposition by beta-scission are competitive with comparable contributions of 31%
for Ċ 6 H 12 OOH2-4 and over 50% for Ċ 6 H 12 OOH2-5, at stoichiometric conditions. These pathways are more important as the temperature increases, inhibiting the chain-branching step, thus contributing to the NTC behavior. After the second addition to O 2 , C 6 H 12 OOH2-4Ȯ 2 radicals dominantly isomerize into a ketohydroperoxide via the six-membered ring transition state. In comparison, to the C 6 H 12 OOH2-5Ȯ 2 radical, the alternative isomerization producing di-hydroperoxide radical is favored with a contribution of 62%. Moreover, the formation of the ketohydroperoxide only contributes about 27% to the total consumption of C 6 H 12 OOH2-5Ȯ 2 radical, since it proceeds through an unfavorable seven-membered ring transition state which has a higher ring strain energy than that of a six-membered ring. The decomposition of di-hydroproxide radicals have multiple product channels; (i) the scission of a C-O bond leading to olefinic hydroperoxides when the radical site is on the beta carbon of the hydroperoxyl group, (ii) the formation of hydroperoxyl cyclic ethers and the scission of the carbon chain producing olefinic hydroperoxides plus hydroperoxide radicals. All of the products then go through further decomposition to produce smaller molecular species. Thus, in total, the first channel produces an HȮ 2 radical and an ȮH radical which reduces the reactivity at low temperatures, while the second and the third channels both act as chain branching steps by producing two ȮH radicals and an alko y radical thereby promoting reactivity. The contributions of these channels vary depending both on the locations of hydroperoxyl groups as well as on the radical site.
The consumption pathways for Ċ 6 H 13 -3 radicals are slightly similar to those for the Ċ 6 H 13 -2 radicals, however considerable amounts of C 6 H 13 Ȯ 2 -3 radicals are consumed via concerted HȮ 2 elimination which is not a dominant pathway for the Ċ 6 H 13 -2 radicals. The isomerization of C 6 H 13 Ȯ 2 -3 radicals mainly produces Ċ 6 H 12 OOH3-5 radicals. Meanwhile the production of Ċ 6 H 12 OOH3-1 radicals, which are also a possible product of isomerization, is not significant. However, for Ċ 6 H 13 -1 radicals the consumption pathways are more complicated compared to those of Ċ 6 H 13 -2 and Ċ 6 H 13 -3 radicals because the hydroperoxyl group is on a primary carbon which has relatively stronger C-H bonds. Approximately 16.4%
of Ċ 6 H 13 -1 radicals isomerizes into Ċ 6 H 13 -2 radicals, shown in the upper part of Fig. 6 . Although the addition to O 2 is the dominant consumption reaction, the subsequent chain propagation and branching steps are heavily influenced by the formation of olefins, cyclic ethers and olefinic hydroperoxides. For C 6 H 13 Ȯ 2 -1 radical, the isomerization via 7 membered ring transition state appears more competitive than that of a 6 membered ring transition state, although the rate of the latter is higher according to the rate constants used. The simulated results indicate that this is because the OOH radical that is produced in the former reaction is readily consumed to form a cyclic ether.
Through the comparison of the fates of different Ȯ 2 QOOH radicals, it appears that the alternative isomerization is generally more competitive than the formation of keto-hydroperoxides via sevenmembered ring transition states but less than those via six-membered ring transition states. However, the rate rules used for the alternative isomerizations in this work are identical with those for OOH isomerization, which did not take the influence of the hydroperoxyl group into consideration. Therefore the rate rules for these reactions may need to be further investigated.
In general for fuel-rich (φ = 2 conditions the chain branching processes are slightly inhibited compared to that at φ = 1, which is illustrated in Fig. 6 . For example, the importance of the first addition to O 2 , RȮ 2 isomerization, the second addition to O 2 and production of keto-hydroperoxides all decrease in importance. Concurrently, the formation of olefins, cyclic ethers and the decomposition of RȮ 2 through beta-scissions all increase in importance. The main reason is that the temperatures of φ = 2 mixtures are higher than that of φ = 1 mixtures when 20% of fuel is consumed since the rich condition has a higher fuel concentration, although they have the same T C at 800 K. According to the modeling predictions, the temperature the former is 861 K while that of the latter is 837 K. It is also worth noting that unlike the reactions in jet-stirred reactors, the homogenous batch reactor has varying temperatures during the ignition process, which has to be taken into consideration when comparisons are made between different mixtures at the same T C .
A brute force sensitivity analysis was performed using CHEMKIN PR at φ = 1.0, T C = 800 K and p c = 15 atm. The analyses were performed by increasing and decreasing both the forward and reverse rate constants by a factor of two. The sensitivity coefficient is expressed as follows:
A positive sensitivity coefficient indicates a reaction that inhibits the reactivity while a negative sensitivity coefficient indicates a reaction that promotes reactivity, and the results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Fig. 7 . The most sensitive reaction is the addition of Ċ 6 H 12 OOH2-4 hydroperoxyl alkyl radicals to O 2 which promotes overall reactivity. The Ċ 6 H 12 OOH2-4 radical is produced through the most favored chain propagation pathways discussed above, and leads to chain propagation and branching via the decomposition of keto-hydropero ides. Similarly, the addition of the Ċ 6 H 12 OOH3-5 radical to O 2 is also highly sensitive. In contrast, H-atom abstraction from the fuel by ȮH radicals shows different effects on fuel reactivity. The sensitivity coefficients for the formation of Ċ 6 H 13 -1 and Ċ 6 H 13 -2 radicals are negative, while that for the formation of the Ċ 6 H 13 -3 radical is positive. This could be due to the relatively higher production of olefins from Ċ 6 H 13 -3 radical as shown in the flux analysis, and the production of C 6 olefins are the most important reactions inhibiting reactivity. The sensitivity analysis results also suggest that the isomerization between RȮ2 and H is faster than both the second addition to O 2 and the concerted HȮ 2 elimination steps in the simulation, and therefore make RȮ2 and H radicals partially equilibrated. The chemistry of small molecules is not playing the most important role, while the decomposition of H 2 O 2 leading to chain branching and the chain terminating reaction between HȮ 2 radicals show considerably high sensitivity. The sensitivity analysis results at φ = 2 are similar to those at φ = 1, with an overall decrease in sensitivity coefficients.
Jet stirred reactor
The experimental and modeling results for the oxidation of n-hexane in a jet-stirred reactor at 10 atm, at a residence time of 0.7 s and at equivalence ratios of 0. which indicates that rate constants for H-atom abstraction from the fuel by CH 3 Ȯ radical might need to be refined in the model. On the other hand, Dooley et al. [58] suggested that methanol can be produced more easily with the catalytic effect of Si-OH in an investigation of methyl butanoate oxidation in a JSR.
Although n-hexane is not an oxygenated fuel, the oxygenated intermediates might be affected by catalysis becomes much less important at elevated temperatures, where only a small amount of RȮ 2 is produced from Ċ 6 H 13 -2 and Ċ 6 H 13 -3 radicals, the contributions of which are below 5% at stoichiometric and fuelrich conditions. The subsequent chain branching pathways of the small amounts of RȮ 2 radicals that are produced are inhibited by the competition of HȮ 2 elimination, cyclic ether formation and beta-scission reactions. The high-temperature chemistry is not significantly influenced by the modifications made to the literature rate rules, in contrast to causing substantial improvements for mechanism predictions at lowtemperature conditions.
Other validations of the mechanism were made using ignition delay times, speciation in flow reactors and laminar flame speeds from literature [25] [26] 60] , and are included in the Supplemental Material as Fig. S4-S9 . The comparisons of the current mechanism and previously reported mechanisms for n-hexane [17, 29] have also been included as Fig. S10 -S13.
Application of the reaction rate rules and modifications to n-heptane
Since n-hexane is a transportation fuel relevant normal alkane, it is also interesting to see whether the reaction rate rules and these modifications could also be applied to larger normal alkanes such as nheptane. A detailed kinetic model has been developed for n-heptane in a hierarchical manner using the nhexane mechanism that was presented in this work as the basis. However, the detailed development of the n-heptane mechanism will not be discussed here. In brief, the reaction pathways shown in Fig. 4 were considered. All the reaction rate rules and modifications to these rules that have been utilized for nhexane have also been applied to the corresponding reaction types for the n-heptane model. No further refinement to the rate constants has been performed to improve agreement between model predictions and experimental data. Only two representative examples will be shown here as the focus of this work is on nhexane oxidation despite the numerous data sets that are available for n-heptane. Figure 12 shows the predictions for the n-heptane model simulating ignition delay times in a shock tube, compared to the experimental data reported by Ciezki et al. [16] . Over the wide temperature and pressure ranges shown in Fig. 13 , although some deviations were observed for species such as n-butanal and n-pentanal, which indicates the need for minor refinements to the mechanism in the future.
Conclusions
In this work, the ignition delay times of n-hexane have been measured for multiple mixtures at φ = 1 and φ = 2 over a wide temperature range at elevated pressures. The structure of n-hexane contains a long carbon chain and many secondary carbons, which leads to its high reactivity. Table 4 of [48] A × 1.5 for: O 2 on primary, H on secondary C 6 H 13 Ȯ 2 -1 <=> C 6 H 12 -1 + HȮ 2 O 2 on secondary, H on primary C 6 H 13 Ȯ 2 -2 <=> C 6 H 12 -1 + HȮ 2 O 2 on S11, H on S11. (P1-S10-S11-S11-S10-P1) [16] and modeling results of ignition delay times of n-heptane / air mixtures in shock tube.
